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instagram content ideas.

Letters What about making letters or words the subject of your photo rather than
typing them in afterwards.  You could use cut-out letters, fridge magnet
letters, a lightbox, letter stamps, calligraphy or your own handwriting.

Shelfie Favourite objects/items on a shelf. Yes, it’s a play on the word ‘selfie’

Shapes Put your product into groups with shapes or use items to make shapes
such as triangles or circles.

Inspiration What is inspiring you at the moment? Where does your inspiration come
from?   

Your why Why do you do what you do? Have you always done this?   

Colleagues Who is with you on your business journey? Colleagues? Fellow bloggers or
business founders? Family members? Neighbours? Mentors?

Books/films Fiction or non-fiction or even magazines: what are you reading at the
moment that might be of interest to your target market? How about films?
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Related products What are products that fit well with yours and could be of interest for
 your target market? Time to mention them? If you sell hand-knitted baby
clothes, perhaps a bow headband company to match? 

Photos Have professionally printed photos made of your product or some of your
favourite Instagram lifestyle photos. It can work well to have multiples
printed of the same photo to display them.

Tear sheets Tear sheets of you featured in a magazine or the online equivalent
(screenshots/tablet display) from a guest blog post or feature you’re
involved with.    

Birthdays Whether it’s your birthday or your business birthday, feel free to celebrate
– balloons, cake, champagne – your choice. 

Your product It sounds obvious, but don’t forget to have photos of your product or
service and if possible, their outcomes. Make sure visitors to your
Instagram feed know what you’re selling. Include different points of view.

Behind the scenes Who does on what in your business? Who packs your products? Who
takes them to the post office? Who is your regular delivery driver? If you’re
a service business, what is your client onboarding process? You could also
add shots from a shoot, product development or testing.
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Testimonials How does your product impact the lives of your clients or customers?
What results do they get? You could either use their words or
photographs of them and/or with your product or enjoying its benefits.

Throwback 
Thursday

#tbt is a great catch-all on Instagram for using an old photo or memory. If
you have records of when your business first set up or you at school with
‘80s hair, so much the better.

A silhouette Whether its your product at sunset, a glass of wine at the end of a busy
day or your pup on its morning walk before office hours, a silhouette can
make a dramatic photo of a moment.   

Day in the Life You could do a series showing a day in the life of your company or one of
 your staff members. Or a day in the life of one of your products or
services.

Tips How to use your product or how clients have maximised your service
offerings about and beyond what you envisaged.  Unusual uses – even
comedic ones – for your products can be included.

Seasons/holidays Whether you’re leading up to Mothers Day or Summer, how are you and
your target marketing going to celebrate? How can you help your potential
and existing clients with that? 
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Desk view What does it look like from your desk or one of the office command
centres? If your dog or cat is featured in your business, you could add its
view from its water bowl? 

Frame Whether literally framed or you use a frame without glass alongside your
product or part of your service, or you shoot through a doorway, window
or other frame-like opening, this gives a different view.

Lines Put your product into lines – straight, curved, wiggly or chevrons – or use
lines to style your product or service.  You can use ribbons, string, wire,
lines drawn/painted onto paper or card or machine/hand stitching.   

Current topics What conversations could you join? Whether it's the current Pantone
colours of the year, fidget spinners or letterboards, what's your take?  
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